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Abstract: This study investigates the in situ alloying of a Ni-based superalloy processed by means
of laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). For this purpose, Inconel 625 powder is mixed with 1 wt.% of
Ti6Al4V powder. The modified alloy is characterized by densification levels similar to the base alloy,
with relative density superior to 99.8%. The material exhibits Ti-rich segregations along the melt pool
contours. Moreover, Ti tends to be entrapped in the interdendritic areas during solidification in the
as-built state. After heat treatments, the modified Inconel 625 version presents greater hardness and
tensile strengths than the base alloy in the same heat-treated conditions. For the solution annealed
state, this is mainly attributed to the elimination of the segregations into the interdendritic structures,
thus triggering solute strengthening. Finally, for the aged state, the further increment of mechanical
properties can be attributed to a more intense formation of phases than the base alloy, due to elevated
precipitation strengthening ability under heat treatments. It is interesting to note how slight chemical
composition modification can directly develop new alloys by the LPBF process.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; laser powder bed fusion; Ni-based superalloys; Inconel 625;
in situ alloying; alloy development

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) processes have been rapidly growing due to the po-
tential to create complex near-shape components through a layer-by-layer process [1–3].
In the last few years, many researchers focused their attention on the development and
characterization of materials by AM technologies, which led to the optimization of the
process parameters to reduce the presence of defects inside the components. In addition,
many studies investigated the microstructure and mechanical properties of various metal
alloys such as aluminum alloys, stainless steels, titanium alloys, nickel-based alloys, and
composite materials [3–7]. This indicates the enormous interest in the development and
characterization of alloys processed by AM techniques.

In proposing a strategy to develop new alloys tailored for AM, the current study
focuses on the in situ alloying for the chemical modification of a Ni-based superalloy,
commonly known as Inconel 625 (IN625), using the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) process.

Among the Ni-based superalloys, IN625 is one of the most popular materials thanks
to its intrinsic high oxidation and corrosion resistance in aggressive environments asso-
ciated with good mechanical properties at elevated temperatures [8–11]. Moreover, this
material exhibits high weldability, allowing the production of parts with low residual
defects through LPBF [5,12]. The laser powder bed fused (LPBFed) IN625 alloy can exhibit
mechanical properties compatible or superior to the traditional processed IN625 alloy after
precise heat treatments [13,14]. The process parameters can tailor the crystallographic
texture, thus involving the possibility to enhance the mechanical properties, as reported for
LPBFed Inconel 718 alloy [15,16].

Another strategy typically employed to tailor the mechanical properties of this ma-
terial is the application of specific heat treatments, enabling the grains modification and
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phase formations [13,14,17]. In detail, recrystallization annealing and solution anneal-
ing treatments tend to induce recrystallization and grain growth, increasing the ductility.
These heat treatments tend to homogenize the chemical composition, promoting a better
distribution of strengthening phases during the subsequent aging treatment [14,18].

Another approach can be represented by the fabrication of metal matrix composites by
the LPBF process. The addition of ceramic reinforcement can enhance the tensile properties
of the material. For example, there are different studies on the development of metal
matrix composites with ceramic reinforcements or carbon nanotubes utilizing the LPBF
process [19–21].

Regarding the IN625, Chen et al. [22] created a composite IN625 with 4 wt.% nano-TiC
reinforcement, obtaining an increment of the tensile strengths correlated with a reduction
of the ductility due to the combination of more mechanisms such as high dislocation
density, Orowan strengthening, and grain refinements. Zhang et al. [23] created composites
consisting of IN625 with 5 wt.% micrometric TiB2 particles, revealing a hardness increment.
However, the densification level of the composites resulted in being inferior to the base
alloy, with a relative density of 96.1%. Wang et al. [21] reported that IN625 with 0.5 wt.%
of carbon nanotube exhibited higher tensile strengths and lower ductility than the base
alloy. All these studies imply a particular interest in enhancing the mechanical properties
of IN625 alloy for possible industrial applications.

Starting from this consideration, the in situ alloying of IN625 by the addition of other
metal powder to alter the chemical composition can represent an intriguing approach to
strengthening the mechanical properties of the alloy. It should be noted that alternative
alloys from IN625 alloy have already been proposed for the traditional processes, giving
birth to the custom age 625 alloy and Inconel 725 alloys. These alloys underline the
potential to produce a modified version of IN625 alloy. In particular, higher Ti content with
respect to IN625 alloy leads to the activation of a more prominent formation of phases
during aging treatments. These alloys are the perfect candidates for working in the oil
and gas, marine, and chemical processing industries due to corrosive resistance similar
to IN625 combined with superior tensile strengths [9,24–27]. The quantity of added Ti
content must be carefully controlled, considering that a high Ti concentration can reduce
the weldability of the alloy, thus promoting crack formations [28]. Several investigations
currently underline the difficulty of processing crack-free Ni-based superalloys with a high
quantity of γ′-forming elements (e.g., Ti and Al) such as CM247LC and Inconel 738 [28–30].

Nevertheless, to the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies on the in situ alloying
of IN625 adding Ti-rich particles processed via the LPBF process in order to increase its
precipitation strengthening ability under heat treatments. Higher content of Ti can promote
more intense precipitation of γ” phases as well as trigger the possible formation of the
strengthening phase γ′ phase under precise heat treatments [8,9].

The studies on in situ alloying are rapidly growing, as indicated by the recent investi-
gations on this emerging field [31–34]. For instance, Vrancken et al. [33] created a modified
Ti6Al4V alloy with 10 wt.% of Mo, increasing its tensile strength and ductility with respect
to the base alloy by LPBF.

The current study aims to show the potential of the alloy development by means
of the in situ alloying to create a modified IN625 alloy utilizing LPBF. In this work, the
mixed powder was created by adding 1 wt.% of Ti6Al4V powder to IN625 powder and
then processed by means of the LPBF process. The in situ alloying by the LPBF process
resulted in a certain amount of residual segregations, avoiding a complete chemical homog-
enization. However, the preparation of tailored chemical compositions by gas atomization
can be expensive, especially for a small batch of powder typically required for testing new
chemical compositions. In contrast, in situ alloying can be faster and economical to design
new alloys. In order to highlight the potential of this approach, the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the modified IN625 were compared to the standard IN625, taking
into account the presence of residual Ti-rich segregations.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Powder Preparation and Samples Manufacturing

Gas atomized powders of IN625 and Ti6Al4V were supplied by EOS GmbH (Krailling,
Munich, Germany). The IN625 and Ti6Al4V powders were sieved down to 50 µm and
20 µm, respectively.

For the modified IN625 alloy, 99 wt.% of IN625 and 1 wt.% of Ti6Al4V were mixed
using a ceramic jar in a ball milling system (without any grinding medium) with the
application of a speed rate of 60 rpm for 48 h. In order to compare the mixed powder
with standard IN625 alloy, the base alloy was also sieved down to 50 µm. The particle size
distribution of the mixed powder presented a D50 of 25 µm and a D90 of 46 µm.

Figure 1 displays the good distribution of the small Ti6Al4V particles with the IN625
particles. From now, the modified IN625 versions will be abbreviated as IN625mod.
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Figure 1. SEM image and EDS maps of the mixed powder composed of 99 wt.% IN625 and 1 wt.% Ti6Al4V.

A MLab Cusing R machine (Concept Laser GmbH, Lichtenfels, Germany) consisting
of a fiber laser with a maximum power of 100 W, and a laser spot of around 50 µm,
was employed.

For the characterization, samples of 15 × 15 × 10 mm3 were built. The following
process parameters were used: laser power of 95 W, layer thickness at 20 µm, scanning
speed of 1200 mm s−1, and hatching distance of 0.04 mm. This set of process parameters
was selected after a preliminary study conducted on different combinations of parameters.
In particular, these parameters allowed good densification (relative density >99.8% based
on the optical image analysis) combined with an adequate production rate.

For all the samples, the same scanning strategy was employed: stripes of 5 mm with a
rotation of 67◦ between subsequent layers of powder.

2.2. Heat Treatment Conditions

A part of the IN625 and IN625mod samples underwent a solution annealing treatment
at 1150 ◦C for 2 h. This heat treatment is reported for IN625 alloy in the literature [35].
Moreover, some of the solution annealed samples were also subjected to aging treatment
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at 700 ◦C for 8 h to form strengthening phases. This temperature was selected based
on the time–temperature-transformation diagram of IN625 alloy in order to promote the
formation of the reinforcement γ” phases [8,9].

Hence, to sum up, the study on how the heat treatments impact the microstructure
and the mechanical properties of the modified IN625 alloy was carried out through the
characterization of three different conditions compared to the standard IN625 alloy:

• The as-built state is abbreviated as AB IN625 and AB IN625mod.
• The solution-treated state at 1150 ◦C/2 h is indicated as ST IN625 and ST IN625mod.
• The solution-treated and aged state at 1150 ◦C/2 h plus 700 ◦C/8 h is reported as STA

IN625 and STA IN625mod.

The solution annealing and aging steps were performed using a muffle furnace. After
all the heat treatments, the samples were water quenched to avoid the precipitation of
phases occurring at slow cooling rates.

2.3. Microstructure Characterizations

The residual porosity was evaluated by metallographic preparation (SiC papers and
then 1 µm diamond suspensions) followed by means of a light optical microscope (LOM-
Leica DM 5000 M, Wetzlar, Germany) using a magnification of 100×. Ten images were
processed by means of ImageJ software for each set of parameters of the two alloys. It
should be noted that the z-axis was considered for the study of the densification cutting in
half the samples.

The microstructural characterization of samples was performed by means of LOM,
scanning electron microscope (SEM-Phenom XL, Phenom-World, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands), and a focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM, TESCAN S9000G,
Tescan Company, Brno, Czech Republic) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) detector. In order to reveal the microstructural characteristics of AB, and
heat-treated conditions, a mixed acid reagent (15 mL HCl, 10 mL CH3COOH, 10 mL HNO3)
was used. Moreover, the chemical etching allows highlighting the Ti-rich segregations.
The imageJ software was employed to determine the concentration and dimensions of the
Ti-rich segregations at 200× by LOM images, using 20 images. Due to the reduced quantity
of Al and V within Ti6Al4V, the description of the segregation will be chiefly referred to Ti,
which is the predominant chemical element added to the Ni-based superalloy.

The influence of the heat treatments and the chemical modification on the lattice
parameter of the austenitic phase of IN625 and IN625mod versions was determined using
X-ray Diffraction analysis. A X’Pert (PANalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) diffractometer
was employed for this purpose with a Cu Kα radiation using a Bragg–Brentano geometry
(operating at 40 KV and 40 mA) with a step size of 0.013 and 25 s per step. The Nelson–Riley
method was employed to obtain the lattice parameter of the austenitic matrix of the IN625
and IN625mod versions [36]. This method allows the extrapolation of the lattice parameter
using more peaks, thus minimizing the error. In this case, the (111), (200), (220), (311), and
(222) peaks of the austenitic phase were used [37].

Brinell hardness tests were carried out on the AB and heat-treated IN625 and IN625mod
samples through an EMCO TEST M4U test machine (EMCO-TEST Prüfmaschinen GmbH,
Kuchl, Austria), according to the ASTM E10-18 standard. Five indentations were performed
on the surface of each sample (three samples for condition), applying a load of 62.5 kg for
15 s with a tungsten carbide indenter ball.

For the AB and heat-treated states of the two alloys, three tensile specimens were
tested for each condition using a testing machine Z050 (Zwick Roell, Ulm, Germany). The
samples were produced with the final shapes by means of LPBF, as provided in Figure A1
(Appendix A). The dimensions of the tensile specimens are: gauge length of 16 mm, length
of the reduced parallel section of 20 mm, a diameter of 4 mm, and a radius of fillets of
4 mm. These dimensions are in agreement with the ASTM E8/E8M-21 standard. A strain
rate of 0.128 mm s−1 was employed for the tensile test.
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3. Results
3.1. Microstructure of the As-Built LPBF Conditions

The as-built IN625 and IN625mod versions exhibited a similar level of densification
(residual porosity inferior to 0.2%), with the presence of small circular pores mainly up
to around 10 µm (Figure 2a,b). For the IN625mod (Figure 2b), grey spots are Ti-rich
segregations, which can be already observed without chemical etching.
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Figure 2. LOM images of the polished IN625 (a) and IN625mod (b).

The microstructure of the etched samples of IN625 and IN625mod are displayed in
Figure 3. These micrographs underline the microstructure of AB IN625 state (Figure 3a,b)
and the microstructure of the AB IN625mod state with residual segregations indicated by
red arrows (Figure 3c,d). These Ti-rich segregations tend to be located along the melt pool
contours, as clearly displayed in the EDS maps reported in Figure 3e.

The dimensions of the segregations tend to be mainly around 10–20 µm, and the amount
of the segregations calculated by LOM analysis determined values around 0.30 ± 0.09%. A
representation of the approach used with ImageJ to estimate the degree of segregations
is provided in Figure A2 (Appendix A). Additionally, considering the grains along the
building direction (z-axis), the addition of Ti-rich particles did not provoke remarkable
modification to the grains that remain columnar as the base alloy.

For IN625 and IN625mod states, the AB material presented melt pools generated by the
LPBF process with fine networking of dendritic structures (Figure 4a–d). SEM images of one
melt pool contour of the two materials (Figure 4b,d) pointed out the fine dendritic/cellular
networking of both the conditions having PDAS around 0.30 µm, indicating that the
addition of Ti did not alter the dimensions of the dendritic structures.

For IN625mod, performing semi-quantitative EDS analysis in different areas, the
analysis pointed out a concentration of Ti around 1.5 wt.% against a concentration of
0.4 wt.% for the base alloy (Table 1). From the EDS analyses, it is confirmed that the
addition of 1 wt.% of Ti6Al4V significantly affects only the value of Ti. The chemical
composition evaluated for the IN625 alloy is within the chemical composition described in
the UNS N06625.

Table 1. EDS analyses of the IN625 and IN625mod alloys (chemical elements in wt.%) compared to
the main chemical elements of the IN625 (UNS N06625).

Ni Cr Mo Fe Nb Co Si Ti Al V

IN625 64.2 20.9 9.0 0.8 4.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 -

IN625mod 63.3 20.9 8.8 0.7 4.0 0.2 0.1 1.5 0.4 0.1

UNS
N06625 ≥58.0 20–23 8–10 ≤5 3.15–4.15 ≤1.0 ≤0.5 ≤0.4 ≤0.4 -
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3.2. Microstructural Evolution

The LOM images of the ST IN625, STA IN625, ST IN625mod, and STA IN625mod
are shown in Figure 5a–d, respectively. The high temperature of the solution annealing
promotes the recrystallization, grain growth, and formation of twin annealing boundaries
for IN625 (Figure 5a) and IN625mod (Figure 5c). The application of an aging treatment at
700 ◦C for 8 h induces the formation of precipitates, mainly along the grain boundaries, as
displayed in the optical micrographs of IN625 (Figure 5b) and IN625mod (Figure 5d).
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indicated the melt pool contours for the high magnification images.

For the IN625mod version, it is still possible to observe segregations, which exhibited
circular shapes. The Ti-rich segregations appeared to promote clustering of precipitates (as
indicated by red arrows in Figure 5c,d). Considering the ST state, the precipitates can be
mostly like MC carbides due to the high content of Ti, while in the STA state, the thermal
exposures can promote the formation of γ′ and γ” phases. For a similar temperature, it is
reported that MC carbides enriched in Ti can be formed [8,38].

EDS maps on the STA IN625mod alloy (Figure 5e) revealed that Ti was homogenously
distributed except in some areas with Ti-rich segregations.

The segregation presented an average size of 20 µm, in line with the AB condition.
Additionally, the segregation concentration was similar to the AB IN625mod with a value
of 0.29 ± 0.12%. It is, therefore, evident that the large segregations were not dissolved by
the heat treatment.

SEM images show the very fine sub-micrometric carbides of the ST IN625 alloy
(Figure 6a,b). Likewise, the ST IN625mod version presented the same microstructure
with larger precipitates close to the segregation areas (Figure 6c,d). From a statistical
analysis, the carbides of the ST IN625 and ST IN625mod states had dimensions around
50 ± 30 nm. However, the ST IN625mod presented carbides with large dimensions around
300 ± 100 nm, close to the Ti-rich segregate areas.
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After aging treatment, the IN625 material revealed the formation of fine nanomet-
ric precipitates and a significant presence of sub-micrometric intergranular precipitates
(Figure 6e,f). Likewise, precipitates could be detected for its modified version (Figure 6g,h).
These precipitates can be γ” phases for IN625 alloy and γ” and γ′ phases for the IN625mod
version. It is reported that the addition of Ti in Inconel alloys can result in the formation
of γ′ phases while it can also favor the formation of γ” phases for IN625 alloy [8]. Future
studies will be performed to identify these phases.
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3.3. Evolution of the Lattice Parameter of the Austenitic Phase

Figure 7 displays the lattice parameter evolution of the austenitic phase for the two
materials in the as-built and heat-treated conditions. Additionally, the XRD patterns of the
peak (111) of the IN625 and IN625mod versions in the different conditions are given in
Figure A3.

The AB state of the two conditions revealed similar lattice parameters, suggesting that
the very high cooling rates of the process inhibited the complete assimilation of Ti-rich
particles within the austenitic matrix. After solution treatment, the IN625mod version
revealed broad lattice parameters than IN625 alloy due to the significant incorporation of
the chemical elements of the Ti-rich microsegregations within the austenitic matrix alloy.
The large lattice parameters also indicate that the formation of the clustering of carbides
in the ST state was not so intense to induce a significant chemical element depletion
to the lattice parameter of the austenitic matrix. Finally, a more marked reduction of
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the lattice parameters that occurred for the IN625mod version with respect to the IN625
alloy underwent aging treatments. This result can be associated with a more prominent
formation of precipitates, provoking more chemical element depletion for the modified
alloy than the base alloy under aging treatment. For IN625, similar variations of the
lattice parameter of the austenitic matrix under heat treatment are also provided in other
studies [39,40].
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3.4. Mechanical Properties and Fracture Surface Analysis

The tensile properties and hardness of the two materials are given in Figure 8, while
the tensile stress-strain curves of the IN625 and IN625mod conditions are displayed in
Figure A4 (Appendix A).

The yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS), elongation at failure,
and hardness are similar for the AB state of the two materials. For the ST state, the
IN625mod version presented higher YS (around 10%), UTS (around 4%), and hardness
(around 6%) with comparable elongation at failure with respect to the base alloy. This
can be mainly attributed to the solution strengthening effect of the addition of Ti within
the alloy. Moreover, the formation of a higher concentration of precipitates close to the
segregated areas could also help to increase the tensile strengths. Finally, for the STA state,
the IN625mod version presented higher YS (around 26%), UTS (around 13%), and hardness
(around 15%), but lower ductility (around 28%), than the STA IN625 condition due to
the more intense formation of precipitates generated during the aging treatment. This
evidences the enhanced precipitation strengthening of the modified alloy.

Figure 9 reports the fracture surface for the different conditions of IN625 and IN625mod
versions. The fracture surfaces revealed both ductile and brittle fractures. The AB and ST
states exhibited similar characteristics with the formation of microvoids generated during
the deformation. On the other hand, the STA IN625mod version exhibited more brittle
fractures than the STA IN625 alloy due to the formation of a large number of strengthening
phases, thus impacting its ductility, as highlighted by the results of the tensile test. Espe-
cially, the intergranular phases could play a crucial role in the formation of brittle fractures
for the STA states.
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4. Discussion

The IN625mod version presented densification similar to the IN625 with residual
porosity <0.2% when processed by LPBF. In the as-built version, the IN625mod material
exhibited Ti-rich segregation areas chiefly located along the melt pool contours. The LPBF
process involves extremely high solidification rates that avoid a complete chemical element
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diffusion of the Ti-rich particles necessary to reach a full homogenization. More in detail, Ti
tends to segregate to the interdendritic areas during the solidification, reducing the quantity
of Ti assimilated within the austenitic matrix [41–43]. The limited dissolution of Ti was
also clearly pointed out by the lattice parameter of the austenitic matrix of AB IN625mod
determined by XRD analysis, which resulted very close to the standard AB IN625.

However, the solution annealing treatment at high temperature (1150 ◦C for 2 h)
completely suppressed the interdendritic structures with the entrapped Ti. Consequently,
Ti was assimilated as a solute element into the austenitic matrix, thus increasing its lattice
parameter. Moreover, the heat treatment allowed activating the recrystallization and
grain growth.

SEM + EDS analyses showed a good dispersion of the Ti, except for a few segregate
areas along the melt pool contours. The solute strengthening effect of Ti resulted in
increasing both hardness and tensile strengths with respect to the IN625 alloy without
apparently producing a detectable impact on the ductility. However, the presence of
clustering of precipitates close to the Ti-rich segregation areas should be noted. These
segregations could be reduced in the as-built state, increasing the energy delivered to the
material during the LPBF process, even though too high energy could create melt pool
instability, thus triggering the formation of more pores. For the in situ chemical alloying, it
is therefore essential to check the parameters to avoid the melt pool instability and reduce
the segregation zones.

Even if the segregations might be entirely suppressed by tailoring the process pa-
rameters (like the application of a more powerful laser beam), the solution annealing
treatment is essential to bring into the austenitic matrix the high quantity of Ti entrapped
into the interdendritic areas during the solidification. After the solution annealing, the
microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains with annealing twin grain boundaries. Sub-
micrometric carbides can form under similar thermal exposures. For the ST IN625mod, the
enrichment of Ti can favor more precipitation of carbides like MC type in segregate areas,
also impacting the mechanical properties.

Under the current aging treatment (700 ◦C for 8 h), IN625 alloy was subjected to the
formation of γ” phases and carbides [8]. Moreover, the addition of Ti could promote the
formation of γ′, as reported in the literature for alloys deriving from IN625 modifications
(e.g., custom age 625 plus and Inconel 725) with an enhanced content of Ti. Actually, Ti
is one of the forming chemical elements of the γ′ phase, and alloys derived from IN625
like Inconel 725 with higher Ti content are typically subjected to its formation. For Ni-
based superalloys, the formation of a higher quantity of strengthening phases produced
a reduction of the lattice parameters of the austenitic matrix. In the current study, this is
evident by comparing the lattice parameter variation of the IN625 alloy and IN625mod
versions from the solution annealed to the aged conditions.

The mechanical properties of the AB IN625mod presented mechanical properties
similar to AB IN625 alloy due to the limited assimilation of Ti within the austenitic matrix.
However, it is interesting to note that the ST IN625mod version was characterized by
higher YS and UTS and similar elongation compared to the ST IN625 alloy, mainly due
to the solution strengthening effect. This also confirms that the clustering of carbides in
some areas had a neglectable impact on the ductility since the two conditions exhibited
similar elongation at failure. On the other hand, for the aged condition, the STA IN625mod
version revealed higher YS and UTS associated with a major ductility degradation than
STA IN625 alloy. This can be attributed to more intense precipitation of phases under the
aging treatment.

Likewise, traditional alloy custom age 625 plus presents superior precipitation strength-
ening ability than IN625 alloy, generating higher tensile strengths and faster ductility
reduction under shorter aging treatments with respect to the IN625 alloy [24]. The poten-
tial aspects of alloys such as Inconel 725 and custom age 625 plus are the possibility to
obtain superior mechanical properties than Inconel 625 combined with similar corrosion
protection [9,24,27].
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The addition of only 1 wt.% of Ti-rich particles within IN625 alloy using appropriate
process parameters and subsequent heat treatments presented attractive results on the
microstructure and mechanical properties evolution. Nevertheless, the negative aspects
remained the presence of segregation areas, which could not be eliminated by subsequent
heat treatments. This aspect could be further investigated using LPBF machines with a
more powerful laser beam or adding finer Ti powder for the mixing in order to improve
and further explore the alloy development for the AM field.

5. Conclusions

This study contributes to investigate the alloy development by means of the in situ
alloying of a Ni-based superalloy by LPBF. A similar approach can be useful to investigate
possible new chemical compositions, thus reducing the high cost of gas atomized powder
with a tailored chemical composition.

The addition of Ti6Al4V powder within IN625 was performed in order to evaluate the
potential and limitations of the in situ alloying by the LPBF process. The modified IN625
version presented greater precipitation strengthening ability under aging treatment with
respect to the standard IN625 alloy.

The current study revealed that Ti-rich segregations remained mainly within the melt
pool contours in the as-built state. The LPBF process is actually rapid, and the melt pools
solidify very rapidly, avoiding a complete Ti diffusion within the matrix. For these reasons,
Ti remained mainly trapped along the melt pool contours and inside the interdendritic
areas, thus not allowing it to reach a full homogenization. A subsequent solution anneal-
ing treatment eliminated the smaller Ti-rich segregation inside the interdendritic areas,
contributing to homogenize the material, even though the coarse segregations remained.

The impact of the in situ alloying on IN625 through LPBF on the microstructure and
mechanical properties was studied, and the main results can be hereafter summarized:

• Densification level similar to the base alloy when processed by LPBF with a residual
porosity <0.2%;

• The as-built conditions revealed segregations within the melt pool contours (dimen-
sions mainly around 20 µm with a concentration of around 0.30%). Additionally, Ti
was also segregated into the interdendritic areas. Excluding the presence of a few
Ti-rich segregations in the AB IN625mod, the microstructure of the modified version
was similar to the AB IN625, and consequently, the mechanical properties also resulted
to be in the same range.

• The solution treatment suppressed the interdendritic structures, thus allowing the
Ti to be incorporated within the austenitic matrix, producing solute strengthening
reinforcement. The tensile properties of the ST IN625mod version presented slightly
higher YS and UTS but similar elongation at failure than ST IN625 alloy.

• For the IN625mod version, the subsequent aging treatment produced a more signifi-
cant formation of precipitates with respect to the IN625 alloy. For this reason, the STA
IN625mod version exhibited higher YS, UTS, and lower elongation at failure than STA
IN625 alloy.

This study drives the attention to the possibility of combining commonly used pow-
ders by means of LPBF, generating new Ni-based superalloys tailored to enhance specific
properties such as the precipitation strengthening ability under heat treatments.
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Appendix A

The tensile specimens were fabricated with the final shapes by means of the LPBF
process, as displayed in Figure A1. These dimensions are inside the ASTM E8/E8M-
21 standard.
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Figure A1. Image of some produced tensile specimens on the building platform of 90 × 90 mm2.

For the AB IN625mod state, Figure A2 shows the method used to estimate the concen-
tration of segregations using post-processing by means of ImageJ software. Twenty LOM
images obtained at a magnification of 200× were analyzed.
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Figure A2. LOM images of AB IN625mod version after etching (a) and post-processed (b) to highlight
the Ti-rich segregations.

The XRD patterns of the peak (111) of the IN625 and IN625mod versions in the
different conditions are provided in Figure A3a,b, respectively. It is possible to observe the
variation of the peak under heat treatments. After solution annealing, chemical elements
are incorporated into the austenitic matrix, thus increasing its lattice parameter with respect
to the AB state (and consequently the peak shift at a lower value of 2 theta). On the other
hand, the formation of phases under aging treatment (STA condition) involves a reduction
of the lattice parameter of the austenitic phase with respect to the ST state (and consequently
the peak shift at a higher value of 2 theta).
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